IMPORTANT: PRIOR TO INSTALLATION, READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.

NOTE: POSITION ROOF MEMBRANE ON TOP OF THE WALL COVERING THE TREATED WOOD NAILER(S) OR SUBSTRATE COMPLETELY. ALLOW 1/2" MINIMUM EXCESS MEMBRANE BEYOND NAILER WHERE APPLICABLE. NRCA REQUIREMENT.

NOTES:
1) MITERS AND ENDCAPS MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO FULL LENGTH (12'-0") SECTIONS.
2) INSTALLING CONTRACTOR SHALL CHECK AS-BUILT CONDITIONS, INCLUDING NAILER ATTACHMENT, AND VERIFY THE MANUFACTURER'S COPING DETAILS FOR ACCURACY OF FIT.
3) FASTENERS PROVIDED FOR WOOD NAILER ATTACHMENT CONSULT MANUFACTURER FOR OTHER FIELD CONDITIONS (SEE SHEET 3 OF 3 - DETAIL B).
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5. ENDCAP SPLICE PLATES

Remove release paper from top of factory applied sealant strips. Place splice plate onto second anchor clip as shown.

6. ENDCAP

Hook outside face of endcap over the anchor clips and rotate into place. Engage rear leg onto anchor clips by pressing downward until snap lock occurs.

7. COPING ANCHOR CLIPS

Locate and fasten galvanized anchor clips to wall 4'-0" on center with provided fasteners. Use the third full hole from the inside face bend and the first full hole from the outside face bend. (See Sheet 2 of 3 - Detail A)

8. COPING SPLICE PLATES

Place splice plates onto anchor clips at splice joints. 12'-0" on center. Remove release paper from sealant strips.

9. COPING PANELS

Hook outside face of coping over the anchor clips and rotate into place. Engage rear leg onto anchor clips by pressing downward until snap lock occurs. Continue installing panels with a 3/8" space between each. Field cut where necessary using a fine tooth hacksaw. Remove clear protective film.
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